
 

 

TRANSLATED ENGLISH 
 

Progressive Rock is a musical current that has a broad spectrum, borrowing as much from 

Classical Music as from Jazz, passing through Pop and Metal and much more. He pushes the 

boundaries in music so much that it becomes brilliant for some or horrifying for others. It should 

not be forgotten that this musical movement has spawned sacred monsters like YES, GENESIS, 

PINK FLOYD, KING CRIMSON etc...  

 

DAMANEK is not a newcomer since he offers us his third album here. Its leader Guy MANNING 

(vocals, keyboard, guitar, programming) has once again composed everything. Sean TIMMS 

(UNITOPIA, SOUTHERN EMPIRE) in addition to playing the keyboard took care of production and 

mixing. Finally Marek ARNOLD finishes this trio, he plays the saxophone and the keyboard.  

 

Different contributors participated in this album, you will find them at the end of the chronicle. 

This new disc is the continuity of the two previous ones. What a pleasure to find the very 

particular voice of MANNING which brings a really personal touch to the musical universe of the 

group. The importance of the saxophone which is here in all its states brings beautiful colours to 

the compositions.  

 

DAMANEK's music is a real patchwork. The influences are many and varied. At the bend of a 

song we think here and there of RUSH, PINK FLOYD, UNITOPIA, but also of YES, STEELY DAN, 

even TOTO. But beware, these influences are completely subjective. They blend perfectly into 

MANNING's marvellous compositions.  

 

In addition, the Jazzy side on certain titles brings a nice groove to the whole.  

 

This “Making Shore” should be listened to with an attentive ear, with headphones it is a real 

delight for the eardrums. All titles are searched, convoluted. It is in the smallest details that the 

band's music expands and releases its full extent. I can't identify a particular song as the quality 

is there for each piece. Even the long Oculus suite, which is divided into five parts, is inseparable 

from the rest of the album.  

 

For this new album, DAMANEK reveals all his talent. The music offered here takes us on a 

luminous journey. This disc is therefore aimed at fans of Progressive Rock, but not only. Lovers 



of music in the broadest sense of the term will also be able to find a certain pleasure there. 
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